
                                                  Greenville Utilities Commission 
                                                      Greenville, North Carolina 
                                                 Q&A’s for RFP for Walkways Due  
                                                 October 8, 2020 at 3:00 PM (EDST) 
 
 
 
Questions: 
 

1. Can the walkway be 36” rather than 24” as indicated as a ‘minimum’ in RFP? 
2. Are any pictures available of existing clarifier tanks? 
3. What is the structure that these new platform extensions will attach too? Any drawings 

available? 
4. Can ITAC perform an onsite scoping visit prior to submitting the sealed proposal by due date of 

October 8th by 3:00 PM (EDST)? If so, what is a good time/day to get the scoping visit scheduled? 
5. What are the onsite construction hours where these platforms and construction activities can 

commence? 
6. Any special PPE required when performing construction duties in this area? 
7. Does this project require formal review/drawing packages to be furnished, sealed by a Licensed 

PE in the state of North Carolina? 
8. Are we quoting platform lengths that are on the drawing, or are those measurements 

approximate lengths? 

       9.  Will there be a site visit of the space so we can get a better idea of what the existing conditions 
            are? 
 
 
 
Answers: 
 
       1. They can be 36” but we prefer 24”. 
       2. Drawing, see the RFP at:  www.guc.com. #20-46 
       3. The structure is hard concrete with rebar. 
       4. Thursday, September 24 at 10:00 am.  Contact: Cliff McGuffin at 252-551-3385 office or 252-414- 
           6588 cell. Notify Cliff in advance so he knows you plan to attend site visit. 
       5. We are 24/7 facility so they could work anytime they want. 
       6. We require fall protection at all times while working on or in the basin. 
       7. We are not requiring stamped drawings since these will be platforms that are not accessed daily. 
       8. The lengths are approximate but should be within a few feet or less. 
       9. Thursday, September 24 at 10:00 am.  Contact: Cliff McGuffin at 252-551-3385 office or 252-414- 
           6588 cell. Notify Cliff in advance so he knows you plan to attend site visit. 
 
 

http://www.guc.com/

